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Abstract. This paper describes results obtained using an automated, crystallographically-based technique for twin identification. The technique is based on the automated collection of spatially specific orientation measurements by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) in the scanning electron microscope (SEM). The key features of the analysis are identification of potential twin boundaries by their misorientation character, identification of the distinct boundary planes among the symmetrically equivalent candidates, and validation of these boundaries through comparison with the boundary and twin plane traces in the sample cross section. Results on the application of this technique to deformation twins in zirconium are analyzed for the effect of twin type and amount and sense of uniaxial deformation. The accumulation of strain tends to increase the misorientation deviation at least to the degree of the trace deviation compared with recrystallization twins in nickel. In addition to the results on characterizing the twin character, results on extending the twin analysis to automated identification of parent and daughter material for structures exhibiting twin deformation are reported as well.

Introduction

The mapping of crystallographic orientations in polycrystals using automated electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) systems provides a means for studying grain boundary character. This technique, sometimes termed Orientation Imaging Microscopy (OIM) [1], has been used to perform statistical characterizations of grain boundaries (for example see [2-5]). Most of these studies have focused on misorientation relationships. However, the misorientation provides only a partial description of a boundary. Another descriptive parameter is the orientation of the boundary plane both with respect to the sample reference frame as well as with respect to the crystal lattice of the adjoining grains. Randle [3, 6] has reviewed the need to consider both the misorientation at the boundary as well as the orientation of the boundary plane itself relative to the adjoining crystal lattices.

When considering twin boundaries, a key aspect of the boundary plane orientation is the relationship between the orientation of the boundary plane and the twinning plane. For example consider the primary recrystallization twin in face centered cubic materials. This boundary corresponds to a 60° rotation about the <111> crystal direction. For such a boundary to be considered a coherent twin not only must the misorientation between the grain separated by the
boundary be near the ideal misorientation of 60° about <111>; but, the boundary plane must also be oriented so that it is aligned with the \{111\} planes in the adjoining crystals.

While OIM makes it relatively easy to measure grain boundary misorientations, the measurement of boundary plane orientations is not as straightforward. The orientation of individual grain boundary planes can be measured using either serial sectioning [5] or by observation of grain boundaries appearing on two mutually perpendicular sections [7] (i.e. at the sample edges). A statistical distribution of boundary plane orientations can also be obtained using stereology by sectioning on oblique planes [8]. While such studies can provide a complete description of all five geometrical boundary parameters (three for the misorientation and two the boundary plane orientation), they are difficult to perform. However, Wright and co-workers [9, 10] have shown that a partial description of boundary plane orientations can be obtained from OIM measurements on a single surface plane. This technique extends that described by Randle [11] by matching the poles of the misorientation-coincident planes.

Two critical parameters will be used in this study to characterize twin boundaries. The first is the misorientation deviation or \(\Delta \theta\), which describes the angular deviation between the measured misorientation and the ideal twin misorientation. The second parameter is the trace deviation, \(\Delta \omega\). The trace deviation is the angular distance between the trace of the boundary on the measured surface and the intersection the crystallographic twinning plane makes with the sample surface. An example of the trace deviation measure for two boundaries meeting the misorientation relationship criterion for a twin boundary is shown in Fig. 1. The sample is nickel and delineated boundaries correspond to the primary recrystallization twin (60° about <111>). In this figure, the white boundaries are those which have both \(\Delta \theta\) and \(\Delta \omega\) values less than 8.7° (the \(\Delta \theta\) value prescribed by Brandon [12] for this type of boundary). The black boundaries are those boundaries with \(\Delta \theta\) less than 8.7° but with \(\Delta \omega\) values greater than 8.7° degrees. Two specific boundaries have been highlighted in the figure. The boundary marked A satisfies both criteria – \(\Delta \omega\) is 0.6°. Boundary B does not meet the trace deviation criterion - \(\Delta \omega\) equals 13°. The spoked figures overlaid on the map show the traces of \{111\} boundaries within the grain. The “spokes” highlighted in white correspond to the pair of \{111\} planes whose poles are most closely oriented, that is, those whose normals represent the common misorientation axis. If the proposition to be checked is whether or not the trace represents the actual coherent twin, then it is these specific planes from the family of crystallographic equivalents that should be considered for deviation from the trace. The approach for deformation twin boundary identification and verification is similar, but in this case the potential twinning plane is fixed for each system, and the proposition is whether or not the candidate boundary is actually a twin.
This paper reports on $\Delta \theta$, $\Delta \phi$ results obtained using this advanced twin characterization technique. The effect of strain and twin type on deformation twin behavior will be examined, along with a comparison to results from a material exhibiting recrystallization twins.

**Deformation Twins in Zirconium**

OIM scans were performed on three zirconium samples: 1) 4% true strain in compression 2) 10 % true strain in compression and 3) 16 % true strain in tension. All three samples are from a bend beam tested at 77K with the initial textures being equivalent [13-15]. OIM scans were performed on all three samples with step sizes of 1) 0.5 $\mu$m, 2) 0.7 $\mu$m and 3) 0.4 $\mu$m. The number of points measured in each scan was 1) 138,000, 2) 94,000 and 3) 108,000. Image quality maps for the three samples are shown in Fig. 2.

Three types of deformation twins were characterized. A) The $\{10\bar{1}2\}$ tensile twin, identified by a rotation of 94.8° about <120> ; B) the $\{11\bar{2}1\}$ tensile twin of 34.8° about <1100> ; and C) the $\{11\bar{2}2\}$ compressive twin of 64.3° about <1100>. The twins are identified by their twinning plane. The twinning plane is very nearly identical to the composition plane whose trace is actually observed, at least at small strains. Table 1 shows the candidate fraction of these types of twins found in each sample based solely on the misorientation relationship. Since for these deformation twins the misorientation axis is not normal to the twin plane, a check on coincidence of the twin plane normals will eliminate some of the spurious boundaries at this stage [15].
Figure 2 – Image quality maps from three zirconium samples with true strains of 4% in compression, 10% in compression and 16% in tension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twin Type</th>
<th>Sample 1</th>
<th>Sample 2</th>
<th>Sample 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4% compressive strain</td>
<td>10% compressive strain</td>
<td>16% tensile strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A {10T2}</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B {1121}</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C {1122}</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 – Fraction of different twin boundary types in zirconium samples relative to all boundaries (greater than 2° misorientation) in the sample. A tolerance of 10° from the ideal misorientation was applied in these results.

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of $\Delta \omega$ vs. $\Delta \theta$ for the combined twin types in each sample as a function of strain. These distributions were calculated by binning the deviation space into 1° bins in both $\Delta \omega$ and $\Delta \theta$. For each boundary in the scan $\Delta \omega$ and $\Delta \theta$ were calculated for each twin type and the appropriate bins incremented. Because the OIM data is collected on a regular grid, the longer boundaries are more accurately reconstructed from the grid than the shorter boundaries. In order to mitigate the effects of the shorter boundaries, the bins are incremented by the reconstructed boundary length. Each bin is then normalized to the total length of boundaries used in the binning process [10]. The effect of strain is evident in the compression samples by a shift toward greater $\Delta \theta$ and a broader distribution of $\Delta \omega$. This is acknowledged by the greater difficulty in discerning twin boundaries as the original twin grows and becomes incoherent, along with the effect of strain in deforming originally linear boundaries. These results, however, encourage the possibility of developing meaningful threshold values to discriminate between actual twin boundaries, including those that have since undergone deformation, and those that accidentally fulfill the $\Delta \theta$ requirements. Thus, the challenge is not to eliminate strained (and therefore deviated) boundaries from consideration if a characteristic can be identified.
Fig. 4 shows the same distribution plots for the twin types A, B, and C individually for the 10% compressed sample. The difference in distributions may be related to the characteristics of each of the twins. Twin type A is associated with a small twinning shear (0.17), relatively low activation stress, and typically exhibits large and sometimes irregularly shaped boundaries (i.e. significant deviations from coherency) [16]. This results in relatively loose constraints on acceptable boundary deviation. Conversely, the large twinning shear (0.63), higher activation stress, and narrow twin morphologies (i.e. small deviations from coherency) characterizing the other tension twin (twin B) may be expected to result in tighter constraints. These trends are reflected in the deviation distributions shown in Fig. 4 with respect to trace deviation, and suggest the possibility of tailoring the acceptable trace deviation threshold according to twin type. The misorientation deviation is apparently more sensitive to accumulated deformation than twin type. It is also noted that the compression twin (twin C), which displays characteristics intermediate to A and B, shows intermediate deviation behavior also.

In order to characterize the twin deformation accurately, it is important to quantify the amount of twinning in the samples. The volume of twins can be determined by coupling the standard grain grouping algorithm employed in OIM [10]. However, when a neighboring pair of points is separated by a twin boundary they are considered to belong to the same grain. The constituent points of each OIM grain may now have distinctly different orientations. Once the grain grouping process has completed then each grain is analyzed for twin content. The dominant orientation in the grain is assumed to be the parent and the other orientations are assumed to belong to twin related
daughters. It should be noted that, in deformed materials, such an approach can be an oversimplification as the dominant orientation does not necessarily correspond to the parent orientation. Twin fraction results from the deformed zirconium samples are given in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Majority Rule Misorientation</th>
<th>Majority Rule Misorientation + Trace Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A 4% Compression</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B 10% Compression</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 16% Tension</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.171</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 – Twin fractions in zirconium calculated with and without the trace deviation analysis. A tolerance of 10° was allowed for both deviation parameters.

Recrystallization Twins

Previous applications of the trace deviation analysis [9, 10] on fcc recrystallization twins showed deviation distributions where the cluster of twin boundaries extended from 0 to about 10° along the misorientation deviation axis and clustered at 0° on the trace deviation axis but had significant scatter up to almost 90°. There was some evidence in these results that suggested that the scatter at larger trace deviations was due to error in the boundary trace measurements in the OIM scans. In order to confirm the effect of the boundary trace reconstruction OIM data from OIM scans on the same material at different step sizes were performed. Similar calculations have been made on data from a recrystallized nickel sample and are shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5 – OIM scans from a recrystallized nickel sample with scan step sizes of 1, 5 and 10 µm (x, y and z measurement points respectively).

It is clear from these plots that, as the scan density increases, the spread in the cluster along the trace deviation direction decreases.

Summary

An advanced twin characterization analysis for EBSD-generated data was applied to zirconium and nickel to explore its potential for classification and property evaluation for both deformation and recrystallization twins. The judicious application of trace deviation distribution data for both twin
types may provide a more discriminating means of distinguishing between actual and ‘accidental’
twins originally identified by misorientation criteria alone.
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